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Accompanied by subtle background music, Max McLean's passionate reading of the majestic King

James Version transforms the words of scripture into a thrilling audio experience. Commuters,

joggers, and anybody who loves God's word will gain inspiration and encouragement from

McLean's award-winning narration. Features Include: The King James Version is the world's most

trusted Bible translation for more than 400 years. A faithful rendering of the classic beauty of the

KJV text Over 80 hours of content
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Wonderful! Fantastic narration!

1st sets of Cds skipped badly but the seller sent a replacement free of charge.

It was everything I hoped it would be.

Excellent

NOTE: I purchased a digital MP3 download version at B&N (a popular book store).I am giving this

product four stars, because of two slight missteps that might turn some away.1) The product clearly

states that this is a voice performance. The voice actor uses what would be considered to be a

British accent, but it's not really, it's just an actor's attempt to add gravity to the reading. It's not a



turn-off to me, but I read elsewhere that one person didn't like it.2) The Audible version used to be in

chapters, but per recent reviews (see Audible site) there are no chapter separations. The version I

purchased was a digital download MP3 collection, from another online retailer (see above) and does

not have subtle background music that I can hear. The files from my version are generic mono

MP3's numbered 001 thru 448. This, to me, isn't conducive for enjoyable listening, because you

can't pick and choose chapters and if you want to listen via headphones, you may only get mono.

There's no rhyme or reason to the way they split the MP3's. Some chapters end with the current

MP3 and continue in the next one, so you have to be listening to them consecutively in a playlist to

get a seamless listening experience. You're left with having to fast forward through MP3's to get to a

book you want to hear, because there's no meaningful organization. This is something all of the

available audio books of the bible suffer from, from what I've read. Personally, I wanted to have

chapters, so I took the time to mod the MP3's for ease of listening. It was no easy task and took

several hours. I explain how I did it below.As for the quality... it's a good set. The actor speaks

slower than some of the others I've listened to and there's no background music or sound effects to

distract you. Out of all of them, this one sounded best to me. Other alternatives had actors that kept

too much spit sloshing in their mouths or the presentation was too fast or busy.Note, this set is

available for online use, via browser. Look up a site called bible study tools (all one word with a

.com). I wanted to own my own copy for personal use that didn't require internet access or a

browser to use.How I divided my digital download MP3's into chapters. The only way to effectively

split the files was for me to merge them all first into one huge 3.31gb file. I used GoldWave

(temporarily set Storage option to hard drive (not memory) to handle large file). I used the File

Merge to combine the MP3's into the one file (and converted from mono to stereo at the same time).

Then I selected sections of the file (in fifths), Auto Cue to detect silence and set cue points (-40db,

3.5 seconds threshold) and then Split File using the detected cues. The reason I had to do it in small

chunks is Goldwave only allows so many cues. I verified the files were correct as I went, sorting

them into their respective folders (by book) and renaming them to the book name and chapter. Then

I used Tag & Rename to write ID tags from the filenames, so they will show up in an MP3 player.

NOTE: This will take several hours to do, but once you have chapter MP3's it's worth it.

The actor is eloquent delivery brings the scripture to life. What a blessing and enjoyment bravo !!!
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